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EVENTS

Trafficking of Human Beings Workshop - Call for Applications

The Research centre on Identity and Migration Issues, University of Oradea,
organizes, in March 2013, the International Workshop:

The Fight against Trafficking of Human Beings in the EU: promoting legal
cooperation and victims protections

This workshop is meant to share the information and experiences acquired
in the framework of the project with the same title, managed by the University of
Coimbra, Portugal, in which our research centre is partner, and financed by the
European Commission through Prevention of and the Fight against Crime
Programme of the European Union –Directorate Generale Home Affairs
Official language of the workshop: English
Fees: There is no participation fee to attend this workshop, but the travel
and accommodation costs are to be covered by the participants.
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Welcome to a New Open Access Scientific Journal

Social Space is an interdisciplinary Polish-English bilingual journal of
monolingual texts. It includes articles, essays, review essays, progress reports, book
reviews, discussions, and commentaries. Taking sociology as a departure point, the
journal intends to promote a dialogue between scientists working in individual
social sciences, including social anthropology, social psychology, social geography,
political science, cultural studies, etc. It focuses on the interrelation of society and
space by balancing between the sociologists’ finding that space does matter and
the human geographers’ belief that space itself explains few, if anything. The
journal enables rapid publication and discussion on research work for the benefit of
each discipline involved.
The journal publishes theoretical and methodological, as well as firmly
theoretically based empirical papers that contribute to a cross-disciplinary debate.
A philosophy of the journal is that good theories and strong methodologies are
essential for successful practice. Critical texts, including book reviews, are
welcome. Both quantitative and qualitative texts are accepted for publication,
based on either positivist or humanist methodology, if they meet high standards of
scholarly peer-review.
While the journal intends to be international in scope, papers accurately
promoting Polish concepts, theories and points of view, less known in the world
literature, are especially welcome. This also applies to manuscripts authored by
scientists from outside the core of the world socio-economic system, which give
chances of direct discussion with no mediation of the core. Papers may be
submitted in English or Polish with English abstracts.
For
more
details
please
visit
the
journal’s
webpage:
http://socialspacejournal.eu
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